Data collection

Physical Review journals
For the publication period 1958 − 2009, we used the data set directly provided by the editorial office of the American Physical Society (APS, publish.aps.org/datasets). We identified potential comments as those publications which satisfy one of the following criteria:
1. publications whose title starts with the word "Comment" ; 2. publications classified as "comments" in the APS database, but with title not containing the words "Reply" or "Response".
We then verified for each element in the list of potential comments whether or not they were effectively comments to previously published papers in journals of the Physical Review's collection. We used two ways to determine this fact and also to associate real comments to commented papers:
1. we parsed the web page of the potential comment, and searched for the associated commented article (the criticized article is referenced in this page as "Original Article"); 1 2. when the previous information was not present, we read the content of the potential comment and determined if the document was a real comment with an associated criticized paper.
For years 2010 and 2011, we identified potential comments as all documents with title starting with "Comment on" (the search was performed in the search engine of the APS website). We then identified real comments and associated commented articles in the same way as the one described above.
In general, we found that comments were criticizing papers published in the same journal.
We found also a small percentage of comments criticizing papers published in other Physical 
Science
We identified all comments as the elements published by Science in the journal section "Technical Comments" (this list was retrieved at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/collection/tech comment for publications since 1999, and by reading the content of each issue for the previous years). We were able to consider only publications since 1997 because the electronic journal archive covers publications from 1997 on (for previous years, publications are provided only in pdf format). We associated each comment to the criticized paper by parsing the web page of the on-line version of the comment and finding the associated document (the criticized paper is listed after the sentence "The editors suggest the following Related Resources on Science sites"). When this information was not present, we instead read the text of the comment.
2
Nature
For publication year 2004 and after, we identified all comments as the elements published in Nature as "Brief Communications Arising" (such list was obtained by parsing the content of all issues of the journal at www.nature.com). For years 1999 to 2003, comments have been instead identified (by reading the text of the publications) among those papers published in the section "Brief Communications" . We were able to consider only publications since 1999 because the electronic journal archive covers publications from 1999 on (for previous years, publications are provided only in pdf format). We associated each comment to the criticized paper by parsing the web page of the on-line version of the comment and finding the associated document (the reference to criticized paper appears at the beginning of the comment after the sentence "Arising from"). When this information was not present, we instead read the text of the comment.
New England Journal of Medicine
We identified as potential comments all the elements published by New England Journal of Medicine in the section "Correspondence" (the entire publication list of the correspondence section can be retrieved with the search engine offered at www.nejm.org). We were able to consider only publications since 1990 because the electronic journal archive covers publications from 1990 on (for previous years, publications are provided only in pdf format). We automatically parsed the content of all potential comments, and identified true comments as those publications in which we identified a string of the format "(month day issue) reference".
The information contained in this string was also used to identify the criticized papers.
3 the commented paper} [J. Chem. Phys. vol., page (year)]". We limited our attention only to publications after 1999 because in previous years we were not able to detect a regular publication rate of comments. The reference to the criticized papers was obtained by parsing the titles of the comments. Data have been collected from the journal web site (jcp.aip.org).
Geology
We identified all comments as those publications with titles in the format "Comment on {title of the commented article}" or "title of the commented article -Comment". Criticized articles where automatically detected by matching their titles with those appearing in the titles of the comments. Data have been collected from the journal web site (geology.gsapubs.org).
Environmental Science & Technology and Water Resources Research
We identified all comments as those publications with titles in the format "Comment on {title of the commented article}" or "title of the commented article -Comment". Criticized articles where automatically detected by matching their titles with those appearing in the titles of the comments. Data in this case have been retrieved from the Web of Science database. Table S1 : Summary table. For each journal, we report from left to right: the name of the journal, our observation window, the number N of papers published, the number C of papers that received at least a comment, the percentage P c of commented papers, the rank T of the fifth most cited commented paper, and the number of commented papers in the top T most cited papers of the journal divided by the expected number of such commented papers in the hypothetical situation in which commented and commented papers would not differ in the ability to accumulate citations. The latter number is simply calculated as r c = (5 N ) / (T C) since t = (T C) /N is the expected number of commented articles in the top T most cited papers of the journal. Average number of citations accumulated by papers published in a given year. Average citation numbers of commented papers (gray bars) are compared to those of non commented papers (black line). d. Probability density function (main plot) and cumulative distribution (inset) of the time difference between the publication dates of comments and commented papers. On average, comments are published τ = 9.6 months after commented articles (standard deviation σ τ = 6.5). 
New England Journal of Medicine
u-test year of publication
Figure S12: Probability that a commented paper accumulated at least the same number of citations of a non commented paper (u-test). Comparisons are made only between papers published in the same year. Values of the u-test are compared with those expected by chance in the case in which comments are attributed randomly to papers. Boxes delimit the 68.2% confidence intervals (i.e., one standard deviation), while error bars denote the 95.4% confidence intervals (i.e., two standard deviations). Figure S13: Probability density of commented papers belonging to a given percentage bin of top cited papers (red curve). We used bin length equal to 5%. As a term of comparison, we show also the expected confidence intervals in the case in which comments are attributed randomly to papers. The black line show the median value expected in this case, the light gray region denotes the 68.2% confidence interval (i.e., one standard deviation), while the dark gray region denotes the 95.4% confidence interval (i.e., two standard deviations).
